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About This Game

Become a Coroner
Sara is a young doctor who just completed Med School with the highest degrees. Uncertain about her future she joins the

Coroners' State Institute and the adventure begins!

Deep and engaging narration
Written by award winner writer JD Glass, author of American Library Association (Stonewall) and Lambda Literary Award

(Literature) finalist Punk Like Me, Punk And Zen, Lambda Literary Award and Ben Franklin Award finalist Red Light, GCLS
finalist American Goth, and the critically acclaimed X; selection editor (and contributor) of GCLS Award winning anthology
Outsiders, listed on the Advocate’s Top 100 for CORE, Vol.1 Iss.1., the well-received First Blood, GCLS finalist Nocturnes,
and the fan-awaited Glass Lions. Called by some the voice of a generation and the erotic philosopher by others, JD works in
often familiar-seeming worlds, with people we know, people like ourselves, people we’d like to meet, and provides powerful

stories that allow the reader to rejoice and wonder, stumble and fall, then rejoice victoriously again at the amazing experience of
being human.

You decide your own fate
As with all Bruni Multimedia's videogames choices are the most important thing: will you pursue your career without any

distraction or will you let your personal life to interfere with your dream to become a world-renown Coroner?

Episodic Release
The Coroner Saga will start releasing its first season on June 2019. Each season is made of 6 episodes and each episode's

duration is about 3-4 hours in gameplay.
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The game's replayability gives you the chance to start over and face completely new situations.
The Coroner Saga is an episodic Visual Novel which will have you deal with Sara's personal and professional life as well. Meet

new people, interact with colleagues and fellow doctors and uncover the truth behind several murder cases throughout the
game's season.

Medical accuracy
Developed with the help of a real MD, the game features medical informations that are accurate and up-to-date. Please do not
take medical informations other than for having fun in the game. If you experience some medical concern ask your doctor as

soon as possible.

Full HD graphics
Developed in 1920x1080 resolution, The Coroner Saga's graphic is stunningly beautiful to look at.

Original Soundtrack
The game features a full 10-track original score you won't hear anywhere else.
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Darkest Dungeon / The Crimson Court Build #20340:
Build #20340

 Fix to being unable to enter a door immediately after unlocking

Build #20325
The Crimson Court

Note: Some of the few remaining Crimson Court text strings are currently being translated--in particular, some of the
subtitles. We expect to post those new translations in a few days.

New ‘Gather the Blood’ quest: the Courtyard will now regularly proc a quest that does not require an invitation.
You can reliably loot bottles of The Blood in crates here, and get some practice against the Courtyard enemies.

Reduced blood drops some due to new blood farming quest. Will continue to monitor blood supply metrics.

Crimson Curse proc rates from monsters reduced somewhat.

Curse Contagion chances increased in buildings - make sure to properly quarantine!

It's now possible to have two Rat Carcass trinkets in your Estate at once - delicious!

Fanatic now drops “The Cure”, a consumable which can remove the Crimson Curse from an affected hero. The
fanatic’s loot table was also punched up up with a bunch of cheddar (crests).

Courtyard bosses no longer give the curse since they're going to wipe it anyway if/when you beat them.

Implemented a first pass at reducing party stoppages when transitioning Curse states. This should smooth out the
gameplay significantly. We’ll continue to monitor.

Refined Curse act-outs and stat changes to create more identity at each stage.
Main Game Misc and/or Crimson Court Bugs:

Updated idle animations for Plague Doctor

Shrieker Steal Trinkets event now properly set to post-week 42. Other
Shrieker event now restored to previous settings as desired.

fix to masochistic camping meal balk (string name errors)

added a max currency of 2 billion (2000000000) so as to stop roll over problems

replaced missing strings

Death's door debuffs should no longer disappear after restarting game in a battle

Double checks that districts have been unlocked in the case where saving failed (actual case of this happening)

Fix to controller not having campaign selected by default.

Fix to missing sfx on warning confirms.
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Fixing tray display overlay problem

if hero receives 0 dmg, no longer checks death's door and treats it as if no damage was taken at all. Still displays
0 in game

localization string update, adding the '+' symbol to positive dmg and crit mods

making sure subtitles play when the narration system isn't initialized.

Remove flavor text description in sanitarium and activity log when explicit buff description is active.

. The RETRIBUTION UPDATE may be delayed.:

Hey guys,

I am just writing this to let you all know that I might be delaying the update to tomorrow due to some last-minute bug fixing. I
am also doing some small enhancements here and there.

Sorry for the inconvenience.. Cat couple 3 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045861/Cat_couple_3/. RoboHeist VR Major updates & 4 new Winter Holiday
levels!:
New updates on RoboHeist (December 2018)!

- 4 brand new WINTER HOLIDAY SPECIAL levels! Eat all the Ginger bread cookies before the robots find and kill you!

- Lots of lighting improvements on levels! We have added more lights and adjusted brightness etc. on all the levels.

- Updates on graphics and other improvements!

- Fixed bugs on Leaderboards!
. 2.32 - Cannons, Ice, Volcanoes & More!:

Patch 2.32 is here!. Added "Beacon Move" feature. You can move and rotate yourself more freely!:
Added "Beacon Move" feature. You can move and rotate yourself more freely. Push and hold grip button of right controller to
show a beacon. Then move/rotate controller to move/rotate beacon. When released grip button, you teleport to beacon position.

Watch video in this tweet.
https://twitter.com/_darger/status/796065765812158464

------------------
Update Ver0.3.2 Nov/09/2016

Features
-Added "Beacon Move" feature. You can move and rotate yourself more freely. Push and hold grip button of right controller to
show a beacon. Then move/rotate controller to move/rotate beacon. When released grip button, you teleport to beacon position.
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Fixes
-When window closed using button, It might paint to model that you don't want.

note: Features of early access are not stable. These may be changed or abolished.
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